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Economic development ministers representing Latin American and Caribbean nations convened
Nov. 25 in Lima to discuss strategies for coping with the regional socio-economic decline linked
to the foreign debt crisis. The debate centered on a document issued by the UN Economic
Commission on Latin America (ECLA), containing analyses and responses to the structural causes
of poverty in the region and the deterioration of living standards arising from economic adjustment
policies. Representatives of the UN Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), the UN
education organization (UNESCO), the World Bank, and the Inter-American Development Bank
(IDB) participated in the conference. Nearly 50 representatives of economic development and
planning ministries met in Buenos Aires Dec. 1 for a four-day conference to prepare for an ECLA
extraordinary session to take place in Mexico. Argentine Planning and Development Secretary,
Bernardo Grinspun, opened the conference at Foreign Ministry headquarters with a description of
international market conditions, and future prospects for Third World nations. The former economy
ministry described the world market scenario as "depressing," while prospects for significant
change in the domestic policies of developed were considered unlikely. Consequently, he said, in
practical terms the future for debtor nations is hardly optimistic. Grinspun told the assembly that
since the "factors" which caused the present situation continue and are unlikely to change in the
foreseeable future, analyses by Third World nations themselves of viable strategies to overcome
the economic crisis must be "deepened." Participants at the meeting in Buenos Aires will elaborate
a document to be discussed in Mexico. The extraordinary session is expected to focus on the need
for increased recognition of the interdependency of industrialized and Third World nations in the
world economy. In this regard, responsibility for the continued economic and foreign debt crisis
experienced by developing nations must be shared by creditor and debtor countries. (Basic data
from NOTICIAS ARGENTINAS, 12/01/86; PRENSA LATINA, 11/26/86)
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